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5 December 2019       
SENIOR CONDUCTOR CONTROLLED DESPATCH PROCEDURE (SCCDP) 

 
The SCCDP delivers an ‘active’ involvement in train dispatch for Senior Conductors with cab-based controls. The 
SCCDP is set out below: - 
 
1. Driver brings train to a stand at correct point on platform and presses door release button in driving cab to 

open/release all train doors; 
2. SC opens cab door (local door) and positions themselves on the platform adjacent to the rear or intermediate 

cab door whichever is the most appropriate position to carry out station duties and to be able to observe any 
relevant signal/off indicator; 

3. SC observes passengers boarding and alighting, encouraging them to do so safely and quickly;  

4. SC confirms station duties are complete including checking that the signal (or OFF indicator) is showing a proceed 
aspect and SC closes all train doors other than their local door; 

5. SC observes the passenger interaction as hustle alarms sound and doors start to close. SC carries out the train 

safety check ensuring no one or anything is trapped in the doors and it is safe to start the train (as now). If there 

are any issues (i.e. safety concerns) the SC will release the doors and re-start process from item 4 

6. SC steps back on the train, closes cab (local) door and observes interlock; 
7. SC gives two on the buzzer as train ready to start signal. We will jointly explore through risk assessment and 

authority to deviate from the Rule Book, the methodology to move towards an automatic audible train ready to 

start signal to the driver;  

8. Driver checks door interlock and that signal is off; 
9. Driver takes power monitoring PTI via cameras; 
10. SC observes train departure until train has cleared platform (as now). If the SC observes a safety concern as the 

train is departing the station the SC would press one on the buzzer/bell to the driver who would undertake an 
emergency stop or operate the emergency plunger. 

  
In summary this SCCDP agreement will:  
 

• Keep a safety critical SC on every passenger train; 

• Maintain robust SC resource planning (as now); 

• No vacancies to be held open (as now); 

• Trainee SC budget and pool of trainees (as now); 

• SC to progress to trainee Driver vacancies at all locations (as now); 

• No changes to training programmes as a result of this agreement; 

• No reduction in salary and annual pay reviews (as now). 
 
All other items for discussions outside of the SCCDP agreement will be subject to separate productivity talks and will 
be non-binding until a formal agreement is reached and documented by both parties.  
 
This agreement is effective for the duration of the current West Midlands Trains franchise and any extension of the 
West Midlands franchise only. 
 
 
 
Signature…………………………………………………          Signature……………………………………………………. 
For WMT      For RMT 
 
 
Dated……………………………………………………… 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


